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ABSTRACT

Software architectural modeling offers a natural framework
for designing and analyzing modern large-scale software
systems and for composing systems from reusable off-the-
shelf components. However, the nature of component-
based software presents particularly unique challenges for
testing component-based systems.  To date there have been
relatively few attempts to establish a sound theoretical basis
for testing component-based software.

This paper discusses challenges in exploiting architectural
models for software testing.  The discussion is framed in
terms of the author’s recent work on defining a formal
model of test adequacy for component-based software, and
how this model can be enhanced to exploit formal
architectural models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software architectural modeling offers a natural framework
for designing and analyzing modern large-scale software
systems and for composing systems from reusable off-the-
shelf components [9,10].  However, the nature of
component-based software presents particularly unique
challenges for testing component-based systems.  In
particular, while the technology for constructing
component-based software is relatively advanced, and
while the architecture research community has produced a
number of powerful formal notations and analysis
techniques for architectural modeling, there have been
relatively few attempts to establish a sound theoretical basis
for testing component-based software (e.g., see [3,11,12]).

An architectural model can be used in a variety of ways to
aid the testing of a component-based system:

� The model itself can be tested directly, prior to the
selection of components and the development of the
implementation.  This requires that the model be
expressed in an architecture description language (ADL)

having a simulation or execution semantics [6].  Rapide
is an example of such a language [4].

� The model can be used to guide integration testing of the
implemented system.  In particular, the structure of the
model can be used to guide the order in which
components are assembled and tested, and the
specifications of the model elements can be used as test
oracles.

� The model can be used to guide selective regression
testing of the system as it evolves in maintenance [13].

The software testing literature offers a variety of techniques
that can be applied or adapted in a reasonably
straightforward way to these kinds of testing (e.g., by
defining architecture-oriented structural coverage criteria,
defining the architectural equivalent of top-down or
bottom-up integration testing, etc.).  Yet there is very little
in the testing literature that addresses the unique testing
challenges posed by component-based software.

Distributed component-based systems of course exhibit all
of the well-known problems that make testing “traditional”
distributed and concurrent software difficult.  But testing of
component-based software (distributed or otherwise) is
further complicated by technological heterogeneity and
enterprise heterogeneity of the components used to build
systems.  Technological heterogeneity refers to the fact that
different components can be programmed in different
programming languages and for different operating system
and hardware platforms, meaning that testing a component-
based system may require a testing method that operates on
a large number of languages and platforms.  Enterprise
heterogeneity refers to the fact that off-the-shelf
components can be provided by different, possibly
competing suppliers, meaning that no one supplier has
complete control over or complete access to the
development artifacts associated with each component for
purposes of testing.  And in the most extreme situations of
dynamic evolution, components can be replaced within,
added to, and deleted from a running system, potentially
forgoing a traditional period of testing prior to deployment
of the new configuration [5,8].

Thus, in this author’s view, it is these problematic
characteristics of component-based software that raise the
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most interesting and important challenges in exploiting
architectural models for software testing.

2 A FORMAL DEFINITION OF COMPONENT-
BASED TEST ADEQUACY

Any attempt to develop a foundation for testing
component-based software must begin by establishing an
appropriate formal model of test adequacy.  A test
adequacy criterion is a systematic criterion that is used to
determine whether a test suite provides an adequate amount
of testing for a program under test.  Previous definitions of
adequacy criteria have defined adequate testing of a
program independently of any larger system that uses the
program as a component.  This perhaps may be due to the
traditional view of software as a monolithic code base that
can be put through several phases of testing prior to its
deployment, and by the same organization that built the
software in the first place.  However, a test set that satisfies
a criterion in the traditional sense might not satisfy the
criterion if it were interpreted with respect to the subset of
the component’s functionality that is used by a larger
system.

Consider the simple example of the statement coverage
criterion, which requires a test set to exercise each
statement in the component under test at least once.  There
may be a large number of elements in the component’s
input domain that could be chosen to cover a particular
statement.  However, the element that is ultimately chosen
may not be a member of that subset of the input domain
that is utilized by the larger program using the component.
Hence, while according to traditional notions of test
adequacy the test case could serve as a member of an
adequate test set for the component, from the perspective of
the larger program using the component, the test set would
be inadequate.

In a recent paper, the author developed a formal model of
component-based software and a formal definition of
component-based test adequacy [12].  This work attempts
to capture in a formal way the need to consider the context
in which a component will be used in order to judge
whether or not the component, and the system using the
component, has been adequately tested.

Fig. 1 represents pictorially the formal model of
component-based software.  The figure illustrates a
program 3 containing a constituent component M.  In
general, 3 may contain several such components M, and 3
may itself be a component within some larger system.  As
shown in the figure, M is viewed as declaring in its
interface a single access method that handles the invocation
of the actual methods of M.  For each parameter of an
actual method of M, there is a corresponding parameter of
the same type and mode in the access method.  The access
method includes an additional parameter used to identify
the actual method that is to be invoked.  The input domain
of M is then the input domain of its access method, which
is the union of the input domains of the actual methods of
M, but with each element extended with the appropriate
method identifier.

Let D3 be the input domain of 3, and let DM be the input
domain of the access method of M.  As shown in the figure,
there are four important subsets of these input domains,
which are defined formally as follows:

Definitions:

M-traverse(D3) =
{ d ∈ D3  |  execution of 3 on input d traverses M }

M-bypass(D3) = D3  − M-traverse(D3)

P M

DMDP

M-bypass M-traverse
P-irrelevant

P-relevant

access method

actual methods

implementation

Fig. 1 .  A Model of Component-Based Software.
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3-relevant(DM) =
{ d ∈ DM  |  ∃ d′  ∈ M-traverse(D3)  •  execution of 

3 on input d′  traverses M with input d }

3-irrelevant(DM) = DM  −  #3-relevant(DM)

The phrase “execution of 3 traverses M” is taken to mean
that the execution of 3 includes at least one invocation of
M’s access method.  The M-traverse subset of D3 is then
the set of all inputs of 3 that cause the execution of 3 to
traverse M.  The 3-relevant subset of DM is the set of all
inputs of M’s access method that 3 uses for its traversals of
M.  The M-bypass subset of D3 is the set of all inputs of 3
that cause the execution of 3 to “bypass” or avoid
traversing M.  Finally, the 3-irrelevant subset of DM is the
set of all inputs of M’s access method that 3 never uses for
its traversals of M.1

The formal definition of test adequacy for component-
based software is developed in terms of applicable
subdomain-based test adequacy criteria, as defined by
Frankl and Weyuker [2].  In particular, a test adequacy
criterion C is subdomain-based if there is a nonempty
multiset 6'C(D) of subdomains of D (the input domain of
the program under test), such that C requires the selection
of one test case from each subdomain in# 6'C(D). 2

Furthermore, C is applicable if the empty subdomain is not
an element of 6'C(D) [2].  Thus, a test set is C-adequate if
and only if it contains at least one test case from each
subdomain in 6'C(D).  Since testers rarely satisfy 100% of
the test requirements induced by a test adequacy criterion,
it also makes sense to say that a test set is n% C-adequate if
it contains at least one test case from n percent of the
subdomains in 6'C(D). These definitions capture the
traditional notion of test adequacy, and they make no
distinction between a program and a component.

In order to define test adequacy for component-based
software, it is necessary to first partition the subdomains
induced by an applicable subdomain-based criterion C
according to the partitioning of D3 and DM:

Definitions:

6'C(M-traverse(D3)) =
{ D ⊆ M-traverse(D3)  |  ∃ D′  ∈ 6'C(D3)  •  D ⊆ D′  

and  D′ −D ⊆ M-bypass(D3 )  and  D ≠ ∅}

                                                          
1 Note that this model fails to account for the possibility of
non-determinism in the execution of 3 or M.
2 An example of such a criterion is statement coverage,
which induces one subdomain for each executable
statement in a program, with each subdomain containing
exactly those inputs that cover its associated statement.

6'C(M-bypass(D3)) =
{ D ⊆ M-bypass(D3)  |  ∃ D′  ∈ 6'C(D3)  •  D ⊆ D′  

and  D′−D ⊆ M-traverse(D3 )  and  D ≠ ∅}

6'C(3-relevant(DM)) =
{ D ⊆ 3-relevant(DM)  |  ∃ D′  ∈ 6'C(DM)  •  D ⊆ D′  

and  D′ −D ⊆ 3-irrelevant(DM)  and  D ≠ ∅}

6'C(3-irrelevant(DM)) =
{ D ⊆ 3-irrelevant(DM)  |  ∃ D′  ∈ 6'C(DM)  •  D ⊆
D′  and  D′ −D ⊆ 3-relevant(DM)  and  D ≠ ∅}

Note that according to these definitions, each subdomain
induced by criterion C on program 3 is partitioned into its
M-traverse subset and its M-bypass subset.  Note that the
definitions discard empty subdomains, in order to retain the
applicability of C.

Given the above definitions, adequate testing of
component-based software can now be formally defined.
First, the concept C-adequate-for-3 is defined to
characterize adequate unit testing of M:

Definition (C-adequate-for-3,=#A test set TM is C-adequate-
for-3# if it contains at least one test case from each
subdomain in 6'C(3-relevant(DM)).

Second, the concept C-adequate-on-M is defined to
characterize adequate integration testing of 3 with respect
to its usage of M:

Definition (C-adequate-on-M,=#A test set T3 is C-adequate-
on-M# if it traverses M with at least one element from each
subdomain in 6'C(3-relevant(DM)).

These definitions can be extended as before to
accommodate a notion of percentage of adequacy.

Note that although it is 3 that is being tested in integration
testing, these definitions require the criterion C to be
chosen and then evaluated in terms of M in order to ensure
adequate testing of the relationship between 3 and M.  For
example, C could be a criterion that requires each of the
actual methods of M to be exercised at least once.  This is a
reasonable requirement for adequate integration testing of
3, and the definition of C-adequate-on-M ensures that the
criterion would be interpreted only with respect to the
methods of M that 3 invokes anywhere in its source code.
Of course, C need not be the same criterion as the one used
to design T3 in the first place; it merely imposes a
requirement on the testing achieved by T3.

There are a number of additional interesting consequences
of these definitions.  For instance, a test set TM that is C-
adequate might not be C-adequate-for-3, and vice versa.
Furthermore, a test set T3 that is C-adequate might not be
C-adequate-on-M, and vice versa.  And similar statements
can be made with respect to percentage of adequacy.
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3 ADEQUATE TESTING AND SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURES

The formal model presented above provides an initial
foundation for studying and evaluating test adequacy for
component-based systems.  However, there are two
important issues that merit consideration.  One issue is the
practical applicability of the model.  It is one thing to argue
that components must be tested with respect to the context
in which they will be used.  It is another thing to determine
how this will be accomplished, especially in the presence of
off-the-shelf components, whose important attributes
needed for evaluation of test adequacy criteria (such as
input domain, specification, implementation structure, etc.)
may be difficult or impossible to ascertain.

A second issue is to determine how the model relates to,
and can be adapted to, software architectural modeling.
One approach is to view formal architectural models as
inducing definitions of input domains for architectural
elements, and then applying the model to these induced
input domains.  However, this approach must take into
consideration at least three important attributes of
architectural models and the ADLs used to specify them.

First, many ADLs support specification of other kinds of
architectural elements in addition to components, such as
connectors and configurations (see Medvidovic et al. for a
complete discussion of ADL features and
capabilities [6,7]).  The formal model presented above must
be enhanced to take these additional kinds of elements into
account.  In some ADLs these elements can possibly be
treated as components for the purpose of testing.  For
instance, the connectors in Wright encapsulate behavior
and provide a static, finite collection of interface
elements [1].  However, in other ADLs such elements
differ substantially from components.  For instance, a
connector in C2 does not have an interface per se, but
instead is contextually reflective of the interfaces of the
components that it connects [15].  Furthermore, this set of
components can vary dynamically [8].

Second, many ADLs distinguish between the conceptual
architecture that is formally modeled in an ADL and the
implementation architecture of the actual system, and
different ADLs impose different requirements on the
relationship between the two.   At a minimum, this
distinction means that the input domains of the conceptual
architecture may differ from those of the implementation
architecture.  In particular, the input domain of a
component in the conceptual architecture can be a (proper)
subset of the input domain of the implementation-level
component or components that implement the conceptual
component.  This is to be expected especially in situations
where an off-the-shelf component provides more
functionality than is needed by a system that uses it.  Thus,
the formal model of test adequacy developed above must
be enhanced to account for the additional complexities
introduced by domain relationships between conceptual and
implementation architectures.

Third, ADLs support explicit representation of a rich
variety of behavioral relationships and other dependencies
between architectural elements [14].  These relationships
do not always strictly conform to a caller/callee style of
component relationships as depicted in Fig. 1, and it may
not be possible to characterize them fully and precisely in
terms of the input domains of related elements.  Thus, the
formal model of test adequacy developed above must be
enhanced to account for the richness of inter-element
relationships.

With these enhancements in place, the formal model of test
adequacy can be used in conjunction with formal
architectural models to guide testing of software in a
manner that is truly adequate.  A key challenge in
incorporating such enhancements is to address the broad
range of semantic models and modeling and analysis
concerns of the many ADLs that have been defined.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed challenges in exploiting
architectural models for software testing, with the
discussion framed in terms of the author’s recent work on
defining a formal model of test adequacy for component-
based software.  An explicit architectural viewpoint in
software engineering offers the promise of dramatically
improving—and in the process altering— the way software
is developed [10].  While these changes will not obviate the
need for testing, one can at least attempt to find ways of
exploiting formal architectural models for the purpose of
testing.   While architectural models offer a rich source of
information to support testing, any attempt to exploit
architectural models for testing must be cognizant of the
unique characteristics of the new kinds of systems that an
architectural viewpoint engenders.
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